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ABSTRACT
The war on cancer was declared 40 years ago. While the potential for reducing deaths is increasing, so are the costs.
Finding the right prioritization in our complex world is difficult; we present some interesting facts regarding other wars
and aspects of society that are worth reflecting on as we struggle to find the right balance.
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1. Introduction
We live in a time when we must be increasingly
thoughtful about the costs of medical interventions. It is
increasingly apparent that rising costs of healthcare put a
strain on the economy, and that simply spending more
for healthcare does not linearly correlate with better outcomes. At the same time, advances in diagnostic and
therapeutic technology continue to progress at accelerating speeds. While exciting and often very useful, these
come at the price of ever increasing costs.
In considering these issues, we have chosen to focus
on lung cancer for several reasons, including personal
interest and involvement in this field. Lung cancer is by
far the leading cause of cancer deaths, accounting for
more deaths than the next 4 leading causes of cancer
deaths combined (colon, breast, prostate and pancreas)
[1]. Furthermore, there are several indications that lung
cancer is undergoing fundamental changes. We must
consider whether and how to implement CT screening
for lung cancer. The National Lung Cancer Screening
Trial has shown a dramatic 20% reduction in lung cancer
mortality [2]; however we must consider the costs of a
screening CT, additional diagnostic and evaluation costs
as well as potential cost savings from a decreased incidence of stage IV cancers. The chemotherapy management of lung cancer is shifting towards more treatment
with targeted therapy defined by specific genetic mutations; these are associated with high costs, and often
prolonged courses of therapy. Modern radiotherapy often
involves higher-doses delivered using more expensive
techniques such as Intensity-Modulated Radiation Therapy. Studies are showing that an aggressive approach
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offers better palliation even when cure is not possible.
The attitude of nihilism about lung cancer is giving way
to enthusiastic engagement in a previously neglected
disease. The constellation of these issues positions lung
cancer at a focal point in the struggle to find a balance
between promoting advances and managing costs.

2. Deaths and Spending in the War on
Cancer and Other Major Wars
Technology and science are advancing at a rapid pace,
and this has a major impact on improving our lives and
also on saving lives. A comparison of the cost and the
number of casualties among major US wars (Figure 1(a))
shows that in each subsequent war dramatically fewer
lives are lost, but at an increasing cost [3,4]. Surely this
is due to increasing investment on weapons technology.
It is also apparent that in recent years the rate of change
(both increasing costs and decreasing the lives lost) has
accelerated dramatically.
How does the war on cancer, declared by President
Nixon in 1971, measure up against other wars? Ironically,
while cancer claims in several orders of magnitude more
lives lost than any of the previous or ongoing wars it has
received relatively the least amount of resources. Because of differences in the duration of wars, it is probably
more appropriate to look at measures other than total
costs, such as annual costs (Figure 1(b)).
In terms of dollars spent per death (Figure 1(c)), cancer related expenditure is 500 times less than that of any
war in the last 50 years, although cancer is costing more
lives every day as compared to any other war and about
500 times more than recent wars. Even with respect to
research investment there is a marked disparity. In FYJCT
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Figure 1. (a) Comparison of overall mortality and cost of major US wars. Figures are as reported by the US Department of
Defense [3,4]. Deaths and costs of civil war shown are of the Union only. Ongoing wars (i.e. terror, cancer) are total costs as of
the end of 2010. Estimated total cancer deaths since 1971 are 22,210 thousand, while the estimated amount spent on cancer is
4830 billion dollars [1,8]; (b) Annual cost and mortality of major US wars as compared to cancer (averaged over the duration of the war). Figures for cancer mortality and cost are for the year 2010 [1,3,4,8]; (c) Daily deaths and spending per death
in major US wars as compared to all cancers and lung cancer. The figures for cancer mortality and cost are for the year 2010
[1,3,4,8].

2010, $76 billion were allocated only to military “Research, Development, Testing and Evaluation” [5] (with
roughly 600 US military deaths occurring in this time
period), while the total FY-2010 National Cancer Institute (NCI) budget was $5.1 billion [6] (with nearly
600,000 cancer-related deaths occurring during this
time).
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

3. Comparison of Deaths and Research
Spending in Major Cancer Types
A comparison among cancer types also suggests that our
funding priorities are not determined by the number of
lives lost. In Figure 2, the proportion of deaths among
the 5 leading causes of cancer deaths are compared with
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agnosed cases of lung cancer while that of breast cancer
were 209,060 [1]. One can argue that the funding should
go to areas where there is the most progress, and that
there have been more treatment advances in breast cancer
than in lung cancer. However, it is more likely that the
lack of progress in lung cancer is due to the lack of funding rather than the other way around.

4. Lung Cancer and Other
Healthcare-Related Expenditures

Figure 2. Comparison of number of annual deaths (thousands) to proportion of annual NCI research funding ($millions). Figures are for the year 2010 [6].

the proportion of NCI research funding.
Breast cancer has received about $15,700 per breast
cancer death, while for lung cancer it is only $1800 per
lung cancer death. In 2010, there were 222,520 new di-

Another assessment of our priorities can be made from
assessing several costs and outlays relative to healthcare
and lung cancer, as shown in Figure 3.
While the healthcare costs of cigarette smoking are
huge, the amount spent on smoking cessation is only
about 0.5% of the overall healthcare costs of smoking.
Similarly, only about 2.3% of the costs of lung cancer
care are spent on research to improve this care. Furthermore, the amount of spending for lung cancer research is
minimal (2%) compared to tobacco company outlays for
marketing and lobbying [7]. Spending on lung cancer
research is also minimal compared to public out-ofpocket spending for complementary medicine, or health
insurance company profits.
However, one cannot justify increased spending on
lung cancer by pointing to areas with a relatively higher
degree of funding. Unless there is a mechanism to ra-

Figure 3. Smoking related and other interesting figures. Figures are for the year 2010 [7].
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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tionally balance funding, this sort of approach leads to
endless escalation of overall costs. Furthermore, comparisons of different causes of deaths (i.e. cancer and
military) ignore many societal and personal values and
implications. Finding the right balance of funding is
clearly a difficult, complex issue, with multiple stakeholders and viewpoints, and with multiple implications,
most of which are poorly understood. Nevertheless, as
we consider issues such as CT screening or drug development research for lung cancer in the coming months
and years, the comparisons noted here are worth reflecting upon.
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